Mariner’s Compass
Baseball
Hassocks
by
Robin Ruth
Design
Large Hassock - 22” x 20”
Small Hassock - 16” x 16”

Zipper Detail
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Hassock Cutting Instructions
22” Diameter x 20” High Hassock

22” Compass

Background Fabric - White
2 strips 5”x42” - 1/3 yd.
Point 1 Fabric - Navy Blue
2 strips 3”x42” - 1/4 yd.
Point 2 Fabric - Light Gray
1 strip 3 3/4”x42” - 1/8 yd.
Point 3 Fabric - Emerald
2 strips 4 1/2”x42” - 1/4 yd.
Center Fabric -White
2 squares x 8” - 1/4 yd.

1/2”
Rick Rack
12” - 1/3 yd.

22” Zipper
to match
canvas

Cut 1 piece 59”x20 1/2”
and 1 piece 13 3/4x 20 1/2”

Cut 1
22 1/2”
Circle

Cut 1
23”
Circle

Trim Fabric - 1/2 yd.
3 strips 5”x60” - Will be pieced
and cut to 71 3/4” but am
cutting longer than needed so
that strips can be centered.
(For Mariners fabric, I used
2 rows of logos and S’s - like
you see above - and cut 1/4”
beyond the top and bottom
row.)

1 1/4 yds. x 60” Wide Navy
Canvas Duck Cloth
16” Diameter x16” High Hassock
16” Compass
Background Fabric - White
2 strips 4”x42” - 1/4 yd.
Point 1 Fabric - Navy Blue
2 strips 2 1/4”x42” - 1/4 yd.
Point 2 Fabric - Light Gray
1 strip 2 3/4”x42” - 1/8 yd.
Point 3 Fabric - Emerald
1 strip 3 1/2”x42” - 1/8 yd.
Center Fabric -White
2 squares x 5” - 1/4 yd.

Bean Bag Filler
2 Bags
Fill for 4 Cubic Feet

3/8”
Rick Rack
8” - 1/4 yd.

16” Zipper
to match
canvas

Cut 1 piece 52 7/8”x16 1/2”

Cut 1
16 1/2”
Circle

Cut 1
17”
Circle

1 yd. x 60” Wide Gray
Canvas Duck Cloth

Trim Fabric - 1/3 yd.
1 strip 11”x60” - Will be cut to
52 7/8” but am cutting longer so
that it can be centered.
(For Mariners fabric, I used 5
rows of logos and S’s - like you see
above - and cut 1/4”
beyond the top and bottom row.)
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Bean Bag Filler
1 Bag
Fill for 2 Cubic Feet

Construction Instructions
1 Using Skinny Robin 45˚
Mariner’s Compass Book
and Ruler, make 22”
Compass block for large
hassock and/or 16” Compass
block for small hassock.

2 Cut 2 center circles using
template provided in Skinny
Robin 45˚ Compass Book which
includes seam allowance. Sew rick
rack onto one circle. With right
sides together, sew circles together
with 1/4” seam. Slit circle
without rick rack at the back and
turn. Add finished center onto
compass block.
3 Layer and center canvas circle (16 1/2” for small hassock and 22 1/2” for large hassock) on back side of
compass so that there is a 1/4” seam allowance left beyond the compass points. Trim compass flush with
canvas circle and then baste them together using a straight stich about 1/8” from the perimeter.

Canvas Circle

Back side
of compass

Canvas circle layered on back
of compass. Canvas circle
should extend past compass
points by 1/4”.

Trimmed and
basted

4 Cut larger canvas circle (17” for small hassock and 23” for large hassock) in half and sew in zipper using 1/4”
seam. Try to center the zipper in the circle as best you can. Top stitch on both sides of the zipper. Trim the
zippered circle down to a 16 1/2” circle for the small hassock and 22 1/2” circle for the large hassock,
making sure that the zipper will close fully after it is sewn in to the hassock and so that the filling will not
come out. See illustrations on Page 1.
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5 For the large hassock, sew the 13 3/4” canvas piece onto the longer 59” piece with a 1/2” seam to make a strip
that is 71 3/4” x 20 1/2”. Cut one of the 5” trim strips in half and sew one of these halves onto each of the
60” strips (There is plenty of extra here if you want to try and match the pattern in your seam, and so you can
center the strips onto the canvas.). Press the top edge of one of the strips and the bottom edge of the
other strip under 1/4” (this is so both strips will be right side up on your hassock - see illustration on
Page 1). Match raw edge of trim to raw edge of canvas and then topstitch trim pressed edge onto canvas strip
as shown below.
For the small hassock, press under both long edges of the 11” x 52 7/8” trim piece 1/4”. Center this trim
piece onto the canvas strip and topstitich at the top and bottom of the canvas strip as shown below.

Note that these
illustrations do not
accurately portray how
the Mariners fabric will
look. Please see
illustrations on Page 1.

6 Sew the canvas strip with trim together with a 1/2” seam to form a cylinder. Turn the canvas cylinder wrong
side out and, with right sides together, carefully pin the prepared mariner’s compass circle onto canvas
cylinder. It is helpful to create some quadrant markers on the cylinder that can be matched up with the
North, South, East, and West points of the compass. This will take a little work to ease the edges together so
there are no gaps or puckers. Once you have the whole circle pinned, carefully sew all the way around using
a 1/4” seam.

7 Using the same method as Step 6, sew the zippered circle onto the other end. Make sure to leave the zipper
open far enough so that you can turn it right side out after sewing. Fill large hassock with 2 bags of fill and
small hassock with 1 bag of fill. Enjoy!

Go
Mariners!
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